TRAIL
CARLO COLOMBO R&D POLIFORM (2015)

DESCRIPTION
The Trail kitchen is a new project designed by Carlo Colombo, which offers a contemporary take on of the kitchen space. The distinguishing feature of this kitchen is its integrated Trail handle, which can be positioned at the centre or the far end of the door. The different components of the model feature minimum thicknesses: from the worktops measuring 6mm to the wall panelling shelves, which are 3mm thick, and the new open cabinets with lighted back.
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

TYPOLOGY
kitchen collection

CARCASS FINISHING
Perla gray, lavagna gray

DOOR FINISHING
embossed lacquered, glossy lacquered, wood, glass (available for wall unit door only)

HANDLE
Integrated
TRAIL
FINISHINGS\FACADE\FACCIATA TRAIL (4)

EMBOSS
LACQUERED
GLOSSY
LACQUERED
WOODS
METAL
LACQUER

TRAIL
FINISHINGS\TOP\TUTTOCOLORE LAMINATE (6)

U1 SUPER
WHITE
35 CANAPA
U2 SILVER
GRAY
U3 SAND
04 GRAFITE
F1 BIANCO
TOUCH
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FINISHINGS\TOP\CORIAN (6)

GLACIER
WHITE
BONE
PEARL GRAY
SILVER GRAY
ELEGANT
GRAY
DEEP CLOUD
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FINISHINGS\TOP\STEEL (2)

BARAZZA
SCOTCH
BRITE

BLANCO
STEELMATT
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FINISHINGS\TOP\COMPOSITE STONES (13)

SUPER
WHITE
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

WHITE SAND
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

SILVER GRAY
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

BRUGHIERA
SAND
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

GREY SEND
SAND
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

RAVEN SAND
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

NERO SAND
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

NOCE SAND
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

PORTLAND
GRAY
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

DARK MICRO-BLASTED

STORM VA
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

WHITE VA
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED

BEIGE
GLOSSY OR
MICRO-BLASTED